The digitization of learning content is rapidly changing the way that universities educate their students and creating opportunities for establishing lifelong relationships with former students.
Introduction
The digitization of educational content is radically transforming the learning environment of the student. A single lecture, as well as supporting reference material, textbook chapters, simulations, and threaded chat system archives, may be captured on one hour of video, a set of 20 or more slides, and ancillary text resources. A single course may contain 25 such lectures and a single department may have 30 distinct courses that have been digitized in a single year. If, while taking one course, a student wants to find a relevant definition, example, discussion, or illustration of a concept, then the student would potentially need to search as much as 750 hours of video, 15,000 slides, and a huge volume of text in order to find the desired information. Thus, the online student is overwhelmed by a flood of multimedia data which inhibits the development of insight.
Insight is a key ingredient of education and is most often achieved by the manipulation of information through the discovery of new relationships, identification of hidden structures, or the construction of domain models. The methodology of instructional design may be used to anticipate the needs of the student in the controlled environment of a classroom with novice learners, but it is inadequate for the needs of a heterogeneous population of online learners.
Intelligent tutoring systems provide an additional degree of flexibility for the independent learner, but are difficult to produce and maintain. The advanced learner needs powerful search and organizational tools to support self-guided learning. In all three cases there is a need for content based retrieval of multimedia resources ranging from simple indexing and navigation of lectures to ontology-based mining of information nuggets from large repositories of heterogeneous content.
The needs of the independent learner are particularly demanding due to the requirements for real time, context dependant, and precise retrieval of unstructured and incomplete information distributed across multiple media sources. Due to the large size of the corpus and the highly focused nature of the target information, the systematic labeling (either manually or automatically) of the media is not feasible. Instead, we propose a system for media hot spotting.
Media hot spotting is the process of finding hot spots within the text, audio, video, and other media content. A hot spot may be a distribution of key terms in a text document; a matching distribution of terms in the speech track of a lecture video; or a sequence of writing, emphasis, and gesture events in the video stream of a lecture, where an event is a spatial or temporal set of interrelated features. Individually, each piece of information does not convey sufficient semantic information to identify the informational content of the media. In combination, they provide significant evidence, for instance, that a Definition event has occurred in the media and that a particular term has most likely been defined within the context of this event. Thus, given a model for how information co-occurs across different media objects, hot spotting enables the rapid retrieval of candidate media content for further analysis and reference.
Content-based solutions are available for domains like sports and news, but have not yet been systematically explored for educational videos (Idris & Panchanathan, 1997; Mittal & Cheong, 2003; Woudstra et al., 1998) . This chapter describes a new method of content-based retrieval for e-learning videos using camera motion cues, audio features, slide layout, and associated decision rules. Using this technique, we are able to separate the lecture videos into several component states and personalize the video from these states. For our experiments, we used 26 lecture videos from the Singapore-MIT Alliance along with the associated PowerPoint slides.
This chapter is organized as follows. The next section presents a discussion of an existing distance learning program (SMA) and other related work. Then an overview of our approach is presented followed by the section titled Multimedia Indexing Features, where we show the framework for modeling multimedia information and present a list of the most useful features that are used in the video segmentation task. The section titled Indexing of Lectures elaborates upon the mapping of low-level features to lecture semantics. Finally, we discuss the experimental results and significance of this approach.
Distance Learning Paradigm

Singapore-MIT Alliance Educational Setup
The work presented here relates to the materials used in the Singapore-MIT Alliance SMA lectures are given daily, and it is expensive to process, index, and label them through manual methods. Immediate availability of the lectures is also important because the courses are fast-paced and build sequentially upon earlier lectures. Techniques for the efficient indexing and retrieval of lecture videos are required in order to cope with the volume of lecture video data produced by the SMA program and other media-intensive programs.
SMA is just one example of how the application of information technology to digital media is rapidly enhancing the field of distance education. The effective use of information technology enables institutions to go beyond the classroom to create personalized, life-long learning for the student. This results in a repository of potential learning experiences that is available not only for the student, but also available for incremental refinement and elaboration by the lecturer.
Related Work
Using video for educational purposes is a topic that has been addressed at least since the 1970s (Chambers & Specher, 1980; Michalopoulos, 1976) . Recently the focus of the research has been on the maximum utilization of educational video data which has accumulated over a period of time. Ip and Chan (1998) Bibiloni and Galli (1996) proposed a system using a human intermediary (the teacher) as an interpreter to manually index the video. Although this system indexes the video, it is highly dependent upon the vocabulary used by the teacher, which may differ from person to person.
Moreover, even the same person may have a different interpretation of the same image or video at different times, as pointed out by Ip and Chan (1998) . Hwang, Youn, Deshpande, and Sun (1997) propose a hypervideo editor tool to allow the instructor to mark various portions of the class video and create the corresponding hyperlinks and multimedia features to facilitate the students' access to these pre-recorded sequences through a web browser. This scheme also requires a human intermediary and thus is not generalized.
The recently developed COVA system (Cha & Chung, 2001 ) offers browsing and querying in a lecture database; however, it constructs the lecture index using a digital textbook and neglects other sources of information such as audio or PowerPoint slides. A similar work (Mittal, Dixit, Maheshwari & Sung, 2003) concentrated on deriving semantic relationships between concepts and answering queries solely based on PowerPoint slides. Thus, it can be concluded that the integration of the information present in various e-learning materials has not been systematically explored.
State Model for Lectures and Overview of Our Approach
The integration of information contained in e-learning materials depends upon the creation of a unifying index that can be applied across information sources. In content based retrieval systems, it is often convenient to create a state model in which nodes represent semantically meaningful states and the links between nodes represent the transition probabilities between states. Thus, the methodology for constructing an educational video information system begins with the creation of a state model for the lecture, where the states are based on the pedagogical style of teaching. For the purpose of illustrating the concept, let us consider computer science courses, especially theoretical ones like Introduction to Algorithms. In this case, each lecture can be said to contain one or more topics. Each topic contains zero or more of the following:
• Introduction -general overview of the topic The state model implicitly encodes information about the temporal relationships between events. For instance, it is clear from Figure 1 that the introduction of a topic is never followed by a theorem without giving a definition. The state model, supplemented with our indexing techniques (discussed in later sections), provides useful information regarding the possible progression of topics in the lecture. For example, if a lecture is in the Discussion state and has some special attribute such as a camera zoom on the blackboard, we can say with a high level of confidence that it will go next to the Example state. Thus, the state diagram provides a framework for making inferences about lectures which can be used to determine the probable flow of pedagogical transitions that occur in the lecture.
Overview of Our Approach
Various camera motion techniques such as zooming in, zooming out, and panning can be extracted from educational videos. We match sequences of such camera motions to various states in the lectures, e.g. Theorem, Equation, etc. (See Figure 1) . In addition, we use the information available through the non-visual media, including text from PowerPoint slides and audio from the lecture, to correctly correlate the heterogeneous media sources. Lastly, we are able to perform contextual searches for media content with minimal use of manual annotations.
The semantic analysis of raw video consists of four steps, These are the objects and events identified in the lecture which are likely to be associated with semantically meaningful events.
3. Apply contextual information to the sequence of states to determine higher level semantic events, such as defining a new term, reviewing a topic, or engaging in off-topic discussion.
4. Apply a set of high-level constraints to the sequences of semantic events to improve the consistency of the final labeling.
Multimedia Feature Extraction and Analysis
Feature extraction is a widely accepted initial step towards video indexing. Features are interpretation independent characteristics that are computationally derived from the media.
Examples are pitch and noise for audio and color histogram and shape for images. Quite a number of features have been identified and many feature detection algorithms already exist (Gonzalez & Woods, 1992) . The next step is to add semantics to the collection of features (e.g.
high pitch in audio, pointing gestures, hand velocity, etc.) so one can use relationships among the features to infer the occurrence of higher level events (Gudivada & Raghavan, 1995) .
Multimedia Indexing Features
The key influencing factor for the success of any video indexing algorithm is the type of features employed for the analysis. Many features have been proposed for this purpose (Idris & Panchanathan, 1997) . Some are task specific while others are more general and can be useful for a variety of applications.
Audio features
There are many features that can be used to characterize audio signals. The three features of volume, spoken word rate, and spectral components have proven to be useful for lecture analysis. Volume is a reliable indicator for detecting silence, which may help to segment an audio sequence and determine event boundaries. The temporal variation in volume can reflect the scene content. For example, a sudden increase in volume may indicate a transition to a new topic. Spoken word rate and recurrence of a particular word are indicators for the scope of a topic or cluster of words within a discussion (Witbrock & Hauptmann, 1997) . Finally, spectral component features refer to the Fourier Transform of the samples of the audio signal. Analysis of the frequency components of audio signals using signal processing methods provides support for speaker change detection and other advanced tasks.
Video Features
A great amount of research has gone into summarizing and reviewing various features useful for video segmentation (Wang, Liu & Huang, 2000) . Some of the most common features used in video analysis are discussed below.
The color histogram, which represents the color distribution in an image, is one of the most widely used color features. The simplest histogram method computes the gray level or color histogram of two frames. If the difference between the two histograms is above the threshold, a boundary shot is assumed.
Motion is an important attribute of video. Motion information can be generated by block matching or optical flow techniques (Akutsu, Tonomura, Ohba & Hashimoto, 1992) . Motion features such as motion field, motion histogram, or global motion parameters can be extracted from motion vectors. Other video features include texture, compression, and shape, which have been addressed in many papers. The features presented above have been used in different image retrieval systems to effectively perform a video segmentation.
Text Features
In the distance learning paradigm, text is one of the most important features that still has not been researched and utilized extensively. Ip and Chan (1998) 
Indexing of Lectures
The most important and basic steps in a video indexing engine are to extract salient features and then combine these to get the most efficient indexes. A potentially rich source of pedagogical information is the blackboard activity during the presentation of the lecture, which in turn is highly correlated with the content of the lecture notes. Thus, a proper analysis of the lecture notes, which occur as PowerPoint slides, along with the properties discussed below provide an effective means for identifying pedagogical structures in the lecture video.
The PowerPoint slides that are distributed as lecture notes inherently store important The keywords or defined terms are always red and in italics, so if there is a definition in the slide it should have a red italicized word. The word definition or theorem may be present but the string queried (the string is the set of words that one is searching for) must be found in the slide.
Category 2: Examples
The course material under consideration for Introduction to Algorithms has an associated image file for all the examples to represent special graphics or equations. The presence of the text pattern examples or examples: along with the string queried is mandatory for a slide to qualify as one containing examples.
When analyzing the text, the context of the current slide is related to the previous slides. 
[Figures 2 & 3 to be placed here] Category 3: Proof
The word proof along with the string queried is assumed to be present in the slides having relevant information associated with the query. This assumption is a generalized one and can be used for all distance courseware.
Category 4: Formulae
Slides containing embedded formulae can be easily identified through the identification of special symbols used to represent the mathematical expressions. Queries for mathematical expressions can be resolved by converting the query expression into a string of characters and then performing pattern matching. Special attention must be given to matching expressions that may assume alternate forms, such as fractions and summations.
[ Figure 4 to be placed here]
This set of rules for indexing the slides is supplemented by video features to improve the overall quality of the video indexing. It is well-known that video features taken in isolation are highly ambiguous. The video feature for zoom out may indicate either discussion in the class, the presentation of a definition, or simply a technique to reduce the tedium of the video (see Figure   4 ). Similarly, we find that the video feature zoom in may indicate the occurrence of the Topic, Example, Diagram, Theorem, or Equation states. Although there is a large overlap between pairs of features, the combination of multiple features given in Table 1 dramatically improves the accuracy of the state classification.
[ Table 1 to be placed here]
After the entire lecture has been classified, the labelled metadata can be used to perform multiple functions. The first one is searching in context. Several automatic frameworks exist for searching in context. For an example, see Mittal and Altman (2003) . Here we employ a simple contextual searching algorithm. To enable searching in context, we need to manually enter the topic names for each video clip associated with a significant pedagogical event identified by the application of the classification rule set. Once the topic names have been keyed into the topic lists, we can then perform a contextual search just by searching for all occurrences of the queried subject and returning the results. This method is accurate because under our definition of the Topic state all subject matter which is important enough to be explained separately is classified as a Topic or a Subtopic. For example, when quicksort is mentioned under the divide-andconquer method (divide-and-conquer is a generic technique and quicksort is its specific application), our system classifies quicksort as a subtopic. Again, when insertion sort is compared with quicksort, it classifies insertion sort as another subtopic. As a result, the topic list is comprehensive in covering all material which is of importance. Hence, we are able to retrieve all instances of a particular query by searching through the topic list.
Experimental Results and Applications
The key idea is to create a system which automatically segments the educational videos so students can then use it to view the desired sections of the lectures without going through a linear search, thereby saving them time and effort. We tested our method on 26 lecture videos from the Singapore-MIT Alliance course SMA5503. The semi-automatic classification results are tabulated in Table 2 .
[ Table 2 to be placed here] Overall, our method has an accuracy of 85.1% in detecting the correct state. The personalization rules dependent on the first algorithm also have an accuracy of 85.1%. The contextual search algorithm is solely dependent on the correct classification of the topic state and has an accuracy of 90%.
[ Figure 5 to be placed here]
Further, we are able to efficiently and accurately search in context throughout the video database. For example, by searching for the string merge sort we return not only the video clip that teaches merge sort but also other clips from other lectures where some aspect of merge sort is further explained (see figure 5 ). In this particular case merge sort is mentioned in video lecture 1 under the topic Sorting. It is also mentioned again in lecture 3 under Time Analysis, and in lecture 7 where it is compared to quicksort. Hence, when a student uses this system to search for merge sort, he has immediate access to all three related video clips even though they are taught in completely different lectures and different parts of the course. As a result, a student searching for merge sort will get a much clearer idea of how it actually works and all its different aspects.
The combination of semi-automatic analysis of lecture videos to identify pedagogical events and key topics along with techniques for discovering emergent semantics from the media metadata provides the student valuable insights into the finer concepts of the queried subject. By using a simple user interface, users can enter keywords, view topic associations, and search for related materials as shown in Figure 6 (Altman & Wyse, 2005) .
[ Figure 6 to be placed here]
Conclusion
This chapter presents a system for indexing videos using audio, video, and PowerPoint slides and then segmenting the video content into various lecture components. The use of multiple media sources ensures accuracy in the classification of lecture content. This is of critical importance for the effective support of e-learning tasks and maintenance tasks performed by students and instructors. By dynamically manipulating these lecture components, we are able to personalize the lecture videos to suit individual needs. This helps to make the videos more suitable for absorption of the subject matter by students. While full-text indexed retrieval systems have been proposed earlier, our method is more efficient as it uses all forms of media to segment and index the video. It also allows us to perform efficient contextual search with a minimum of human supervision. Future integration work will focus on increasing the automation of media analysis for the courseware and the automatic construction of media models. Additional work on an enhanced learning environment involves the creation of query mediation tools that bridge the gap between the semantically labelled media and a domain ontology. The combination of media models and query mediation will enhance insight generation and provide support for the personalized construction of knowledge by the individual student. Notice the minor differences between consecutive slides that help in detecting the Example state. Figure 6: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the presentation of lecture content in response to a query. The display contains the following frames (clockwise from top left corner): graphical display of terms related to the query, lecture video player, synchronized slide presentation, index of all slides, display of text from lecture notes, and a multiple timeline display of search results with hot spots highlighted along the bar chart for each lecture in the course. 
